
QUASI-UNITARY MATRICES

By JOHN WILLIAMSON

Introduction. Let I be the n-rowed square mtrix

where E is ghe unig magrix of order j. Then I is he normal form of a non-
singular Hermigian magrix of index m under a non-singular eonjunegive grans-
formation. A magrix A, whose elemengs are complex numbers, which sagisfies

(1) AIA*= I,

where A* A’ is he eonjugage gransposed of A, will be called
mri. In particular, if m or 0, A is a unitary matrix. A matrix, A,
which sisfies (1), is a eonunegive augomorph of ghe Hermigian magrix I.
The eonjunegive augomorphs of a non-singular Hermigian magrix have been
sgudied by Loewy. He has shown how he nagure of ghe elemengary divisors
of A XN is resrieged by he index m of ghe magrix I. In ghe following
paper we derive normal forms for quasi-unitary matrices under quasi-unitary
gransformagions, and in doing so are inevigably led o Loewy’s resulgs. (See,
for example, ghe remark following heorem 2.) We also degermine necessary
and suNeieng eondigions for ghe similarigy of gwo quasi-unigary magriees under
a quasi-unitary ransformaion. In pargieular i is shown ha wo quasi-
unitary magriees whieh are similar are no neeessarily similar under a quasi-
unitary ransformaion. In 2 he similar problem for real quasi-orthogonal
magriees is eonsidered, and in 4 an ingeresing propergy of ghe elemengary
divisors of a pencil, whose base is I and a canonical quasi-unitary magrix, is
deduced.
As many of ghe proofs are in essence he same, subjee to obvious modifica-

tions, as those in a previous paper, for the sake of brevity they will be omitted.
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